MY USER MANUAL

Chinmay Didwania
Embrace Life, Embrace Joy

A SUBTITLE THAT DEFINES ME
I strive to overcome my introverted nature

1 THING I AM PROUD OF
ABOUT ME

My favorite hobby
- Reading books and Watching movies/series
- Reason - Experiencing many lives/stories while living just one

My favourite destination
- Kalga - Himachal
ABOUT ME

Chole Bhature
My favorite dish

Sarabhai vs Sarabhai
My favourite show
ABOUT ME

My Favorite Artists

Bob Dylan
Piyush Mishra
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan
Queen
Pink Floyd
7 LIFE DIMENSIONS

- CAREER
- FRIENDS AND FAMILY
- HEALTH
- PERSONAL GROWTH
- SPIRITUALITY
- CREATIVE OUTLETS
- SOCIAL CAUSES
LEARNING STYLE

ASSIMILATOR

2 STRENGTHS AT WORK

• Defining problems
• Developing theories

OPPORTUNITY AT WORK

• Learning more about research process to provide more actionable insights to clients

Buddy With An Opposite Learning Style: Nikita
THANK YOU